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This paper is a first attempt to systematically study collections of language 
families which are dense in the sense that between any two families one can 
"squeeze in" another one. By considering collections of language families 
satisfying some mild restrictions we obtain the notion of an MSW space. We 
show that many such spaces exist and that each MSW space is dense "above" 
a sufficiently large language family. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In  language theory, the relative position of language classes has been one 
of the major concerns. Although many results concerning individual language 
families have been obtained (such as one specific family being properly con- 
tained in some other specific family) very little is known about (infinite) collec- 
tions of language families. Even concerning some much investigated collections 
of language families such as ~¢'AFL , the collection of all AFLs, or ddeone , 
the collection of all rational cones, many of the most basic results remain open. 
For instance, it is still not known whether there is a smallest AFL properly 
containing the regular Ianguages. 
In form theory, cf. Wood (1979) for a recent survey, collections of language 
arise naturally. Recently, collections tidy have been found in Nfaurer et al. 
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(1979c, d) which are dense in the sense that between any two language families 
£~° 1and c~o of J¢/with ~q° 12 ~ a language family S° 3 of Jr '  with 54' 1 C &° 3 C ~° 2 
can be found. The first instance of such a collection discovered in language 
theory is the collection 
~/~ = {S?(F): F is a context free grammar form and ~(F)  contains all 
finite languages} 
discussed in detail in Maurer et al. (1979e). 
Encouraged by this result, we investigate in this paper collections of language 
families giving rise to such density properties. 
We introduce an MSW space as a collection of language families satisfying 
some mild assumptions. We then show that in any MSW space dg the collection 
of language families {~¢ ~ d//: ~9° oC 5q} is dense, provided 5~ o is large enough. 
We derive a number of results which show that there is an abundance of 
MSW spaces. Hence, the phenomenon of density first defined by generative 
devices is not specific to that theory but a natural property of many collections 
'6f language families. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
"In this section we introduce a number of notions required in the sequel, 
many of them already discussed in 3/[aurer et al. (1979c). We also briefly review 
some well-known notations and definitions from formal language theory but 
refer to either of Harrison (1978), Nfaurer (1969) or Salomaa (1975) for further 
details. In some of the examples (but only in the examples) definitions and 
results from form theory are used. For completeness ake we explain the notion 
of a context-free grammar form and its interpretation s (in the sense of Maurer 
et al. (1980a)) as used in Example 1 of Section 3. For non'-eontext-free grammar 
forms we refer to Maurer et al. (1979b) and 1Vfaurer et al. (1979), for grammar 
~orms in the sense of Cremers and Ginsburg to Cremers and Ginsburg (1975), 
for E0L forms to 1V[aurer et al. (1977) and for AFL theory to Ginsburg (1975). 
We start by discussing a number of operations on languages and language 
families. 
Let L 1 and L2 be languages over disjoint alphabets. Their superdisjoint union, 
denoted byL 1 ~ L~, is just the union ofL 1 andLz. Observe that the terminology 
"superdisjoint union" and the notation ~ serve to specify that the operation 
is defined only if the alphabets of the languages involved are disjoint. 
We now define the operation of breaking as a kind of inverse of the operation 
superdisjoint union. Let L be a language over some alphabet 27. The language L 1 
is obtained from L by breaking (with respect o 'an alphabet 271 _C_ 27) if L 1 = 
L n 27* and L -- L 1 contains no word containing a symbol of 271 . A language L 
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is called coherent if it cannot be broken in a nontrivial fashion; more precisely, 
if L 1 is obtained from L by breaking then either L 1 ~ L or L 1 = ~ (the empty 
set). 
Throughout his paper, for every language L and integer i ~ 1 we denote 
by L(i) the language defined by L(i) = {x eL  : i x I --/: i}. That is, L(i) consists 
of all words of L whose length is different from i. Similarly, for an arbitrary 
language family ~ and integer i ~ 1 we denote by ~( i )  the language family 
~( i )  = {L(i): L E ~q~} and we call ~( i )  an extraction of ~.  
A language family ~ is closed under covering if for every infinite language 
L the fact that L(i) is in ~ for infinitly many i implies that L itself is also in ~.  
The superdisjoint wedge of two language families ~1 and ~2,  in symbols 
~1 ~' ~2,  is defined by ~t  ~) ~2 ~- (L1 © L2 : L1 ~ ~,  L2 ~ ~2}. 
We now formulate the notion of dense collections of language families as 
first considered in Nfaurer et al. (1979c) and N[aurer et al. (1979d). 
Let d [  be a collection of language families. J [  is called dense if for any two 
language families ~r~ 1 and ~2 in.all with ~1 C ~2 there exist a language family 
~3 ~ d~ strictly in between, i.e., ~1 C ~3 C ~2. Two language families ~1,  
.L~2 of J / /with ~1 C ~z  are called a dense pair (with respect o J/Y) if (~q~  .//4': 
~1 _C ~ _C ~e} is dense. ~z~ is called density forcing (with respect o ~/)  if 
{~ a ~/J: ~ C ~} is dense. 
For some examples in the next section we need notions in connection with 
grammar forms, cf. Maurer et al. (1980a). 
Let V and V' be alphabets. A substitution/z defined on V is called a dfl- 
substitution if t~(a) C V' for every a ~ V and /x(a) (3/x(b) = ¢ for all a, b ~ V 
with a =/= b. 
Context-free grammars, CF grammars for short, are defined in the usual 
manner as quadruples G = (V, ~, P, S), where V is the total alphabet, 2 C V 
the set of terminals, P the set of productions and S ~ V -- Z the start symbol. 
The language L(G) generated by G is defined as usual. A CF-grammar form F 
is just a CF grammar. LetF  ~- (V, ~, P, S) andF'  = (V', Z', P', S') be CF 
grammar forms, and let /~ be a dfl-substitution. F' is an interpretation of F 
(modulo /~), in symbols F '  <1F(/z) (or just F' <~ F if /z is understood) if the 
following conditions (i)-(iii) hold: 
(i) s '  
(ii) x '  
(iii) P' 
, ( s ) ,  
2 , (~),  v ' -  z '  _c , (v  - z) ,  
c/x(P), where /x(P) = (B----~y: A--+xcP, B ~k~(A), y e/,(x)}. 
Let F be a CF grammar form. The family of grammars generated by F, denoted 
by N(F), is defined by f~(F) ~ {F' : F '  <q F}. The family of languages generated 
by F, denoted by ~(F) ,  is defined by ~(F)  = (L(F') : F' <~ F}. 
Other types of interpretation mechanisms have been considered in the past, 
in particular in Cremers and Ginsburg (1975) and follow-up papers thereof. 
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The notion of form can also be extended in the obvious way to the non-context- 
free case, see, e.g., Maurer, et al. (1979), 1Vfaurer et al. (1979b), to EOL-systems, 
see, e.g., Maurer et al. (1977) and to others. For further details and references 
consult Wood (1979) or Wood (1980). 
As is often done, ¢~"q~Fin , ~Reg,  ~LaLin , o~aCF will denote the families of finite, 
regular, linear and context-free languages, respectively. Finally, we define 
one operation on CF grammars. 
Let F~ ~ (Vi ,  Z i ,  P i ,  Si) be CF grammars uch that S i does not occur on 
the right-hand side of any production of P~ (i = 1, 2) and suppose V 1 n V~ = 
~.  Define a new CF grammar F~ @Fe = (g, Z, P, $1) , where V = V 1 u 
V 2 --  {$2} , Z = Z 1 u Z2, P = P1 U P2, where P~ is P2 with the nonterminal 
Se replaced by S~. Observe that L(F~ @F2) = L(Fx) ~3L(F2) and that F~ <~ F, 
F2 <l F implies F~ @ F2 <1 F. 
3. MSW SPACES 
We start by defining the notion of an MSW space and by presenting a number 
of examples of such spaces. We then prove (Theorem 3.1) that in an MSW 
space every language family which is "large enough" is density forcing. We 
next present a.result (Theorem 3.2) which establishes the existence of a variety 
of MSW spaces. After demonstrating a number of applications we present a 
theorem (Theorem 3.10) which makes the construction of MTSW spaces par- 
ticularly easy. 
DEFINITION. A collection Jd  of language families is an MSW space if the 
following conditions (i)-(iii) hold: 
(i) Each ~¢ in ~ '  is closed under superdisjoint union and breaking. 
(ii) J r '  is closed under superdisjoint wedge. 
(iii) For each infinite language L occuring in some language family of 
dd there exist subsets L i of L for i = 1, 2,.. such that each of {L i : 1 <~ i <~ n} 
is infinite and (a) and (b) hold: 
(a) L is in a language family ~o of ~ iff L i is in ~c~o f r all i with L i =/= L. 
(b) I f  L belongs to ~ c Jdf, then for every p with L~ :/: L there exists 
an ~q~ ~ J f  such that ~ _C ~ and ~a contains L ,  but does not contain L 
We now discuss a number of examples of MSW spaces. 
EXAMPLE 1. The collection of language families defined by J//d = {~°(F):F 
is a CF grammar form} is an NISW space. 
Pro@ (i) Consider an arbitrary ~o ~ dr. We may assume that ~o = ~(F) ,  
where F = (V, Z, P, S) is a CF grammar form in which S does not occur on 
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the right hand side of any production. Consider two arbitrary languages L 1 , 
L 2 of co over disjoint alphabets Z1, 2J 2 . We may assume that L i = L(F~), 
where Fi ~- (Vi ,  Z i ,  P i ,  S~) <1 F for i = 1, 2 and where V 1 n V 2 = 2~ 
holds. Consider now the CF grammar form F 1 @ F~ as defined at the end of 
Section 2. Since F 1 @ F2 <~ F and L(F 1 @ F2) = L(F~) ~ L(F2) , ~ is closed 
under superdisjoint union. That S is closed under breaking follows from the 
fact that ~ = ~°(F) is closed under intersection with regular sets for every CF 
grammar form F, cf. N[aurer et al. (1980@ 
(ii) Consider two language families ~c~ 1 , ~2  in J~. We may assume ~cf i - 
~(Fi) ,  where Fi = (Vi ,  2 i ,  P i ,  Si) are CF grammar forms for i = 1, 2 such 
that V 1 c~ V~ = ~.  Consider the grammar form F = (V~ k3 V 2 U (S}, Z 1 u 
22 , P, S), where S is a new nonterminal, and where P -~ P1 U P2 u (S --~ S~ , 
S ~ S~}. Evidently, ~(F )  = {L~ (~ L2 : L 1 e ~o,  L2 e ~o} = ~1 v ~2-  That 
is, J [  is closed under superdisjoint wedge. 
(iii) For each languageL and each i >/1 defineLi = L(i) = {x eL: I x I 5 a i}. 
We will show that (a) and (b) are satisfied. 
(a) Suppose L e ~¢ = ~°(F), F a CF grammar form. Since ~°(F) is known 
to be closed under intersection by regular sets, each L~ e ~o for i >~ 1. Suppose 
all Li =/= L are in ~o. Then Li = L(Fi), F~ <1F(t~i) holds for infinitely many 
i, i.e., Li C_ i~i(L(F)) for infinitely many i. Since the terminal alphabets of L(F) 
and of L are fixed, for some i, j with i v~j we have/~i =/x j  as far as terminals 
are concerned. Thus F i <1 F(ixi) and Fj <1 F(/xi). Hence we can clearly construct 
an F <~ F such that L(_P) = L~ t3 L j .  But Li ~ La = L and we have obtained 
L e ~°(F) as desired. 
(b) Consider an arbitrary L e ~o e ~¢' and an arbitrary p >/1 such that 
L~ v~ L. Consider the language family ~ defined by ~ = ~(p)  = {L(p): 
L~}.  
Since ~o is closed under intersection by regular sets, ~gf~ C ~_c~. Indeed, from F 
with ~°(F) = ~o we can determine an interpretation F ,  <1 F such that ~o  = 
~CP(F~), i.e., ~ ,  e J [ .  By construction, L e ~ and hence L~ ~ ~c~. Since 
L ,  v ~ L, L must contain a word of length p, but no language of L ,  contains a 
word of length p, i.e., L ~ ~o.  This concludes the proof that -~  is an MSW 
space. 
EXAMPLE 2. Each of the following collections ~'1- J [5  are also MSW spaces. 
(1) ~/d 1 = {oZ'(F): F is an arbitrary grammar form}. 
(2) d/fz = {~(F):  F is a synchronised E0L form}. 
(3) J/[a = {~°(F): F is a finite CF grammar form}. 
(4) #~¢4 = {~°(F): F is a one sided linear grammar form}. 
(5) -~'5 = {~o: £¢ is an s-grammatical family}. 
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Proof. The proof of (1)-(5) is analogous to the one given for Example 1. In 
the proof of (5) it is of critical importance that condition (i) in the definition 
of an MSW space requires only closure under breaking but not closure under 
intersection with regular sets: by Ottmann et al. (1979), s-grammatical families 
are closed under breaking but not under intersection with regular sets. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let N be any collection of CF grammars uch that 
(a) N is closed under interpretation; 
(b) whenever F~ and Fe are in ~#, then so is F 1 @_F 2 . 
Then ~//d(N) = {~:  ~o ~ oLeO(F), F e N} is an MSW space. 
Proof. (i) Since ~CP(F) is closed under superdisjoint union and intersection 
by regular sets, condition (i) for MSW spaces is satisfied. 
(ii) Because of assumption (b) above, condition (ii) for MSW spaces is 
satisfied. 
(iii) For each infinite CF grammar F and L = L(F), define Li = L(i) = 
{x: x eL,  ] x 1 @ i}. Condition (iii) for MSW space is now established analogous 
to the approach in Example 1. 
Example 3 leads in a natural way to the definition of a principal MSW space. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let F be a grammar form and let ~/d = {~a(F'): F '  <~ iv}. 
Then J/f is an MSW space which we call a principal NfSW space (generated 
by F). 
Proof. d/¢' is clearly interpretation closed. For any two ~1,  ~<~°2 of J/¢', 
o%°1 v ~"q~2 is also in J by using the obvious construction. Hence the situation 
is exactly the same as in Example 3. 
EXAMPLE 5. d{ = {~aReg } td {~', : t ~ 1}, where ~-t is the family of all 
finite languages none of which contains a word of length exceeding t, is an 
MSW space. 
Proof. We consider the conditions in the definition of an MSW space one 
by one. 
(i) Each ~ '  e d/i is clearly closed under ~3 and breaking. 
(ii) To see that J l  is closed under ~, observe that o~ v ~-8 = f fmax( t , s )  , 
that o~ v ~CPReg : ~Reg and that ~°Reg V ~Reg : ~°Reg • 
(iii) For each infinite languageL define languagesLi byL  i = {x eL:  t x ] ~< i}. 
(a) I f  L e ~ e ~ ' ,  then clearly ~qo = ~OReg and hence L i e c2. I f  L occurs 
in some language family of J¢', then L is regular. For ~ e Jd, if Li e ~LP for 
infinitely many i, then ~o = ~OReg " Thus L e ~q~ as desired. 
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(b) For 50 c d{, if L ~ 5¢ and for some p, L~ @ L then L contains words 
of length exceeding p, but L~ does not. Hence o~ contains L~ but not L. | 
Concerning Example 5, note that ~,  = (L: L ~ ~Reg and each word x of L 
satisfies Ix ] ~< t}. Defining for an arbitrary language family ~,¢ the language 
families £°~(t >/1) by 50~ = {L': L' ~ 50 and each word x of L' satisfies [x I ~< t} 
we can clearly extend Example 5 as follows: 
EXAMPLE 6. Let 50 be an arbitrary family of languages which is closed 
under ~) and intersection by regular sets. Then ~ = {50} k3 {50t : t >/1} is 
an NfSW space. 
Proof. Since J/l contains a single language family 50 which may contain 
infinite languages, the proof is exactly analogous to the one of Example 5. 
After having established a number of auxiliary results we will later exhibit 
many more examples of 1VfSW spaces. We will also show that a number of well- 
known collections of families are not MSW spaces. 
We now turn to our first major theorem establishing that in an NfSW space 
every "large enough" language family is density forcing. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ~//I be an MSW space and let ~ be the collection of all 
finite languages occuring in language families of//t. I f  50 is a family of/ / i  and £P 
contains ~,  then 50 is density forcing. 
Proof. We have to show: if 501 , 502 are arbitrary families of ~ '  with 50 _C 
501C 502, then there exists an 50a ~ J /  such that 501C 50a C 502 holds. 
Since we assume 05~°1C 502, q°2 --  501 contains a language L. Indeed, L must 
be infinite, since 50 (and hence 502) contains all finite languages of all. Further- 
more, we may assume thatL is coherent. (For i fL  is not coherent to start with, 
we have L = L 1 ©L 2 for some L 1 and L2, where L 1 :/: ~ ~:L  2. Since 501 
is closed under ~d at least one ofL  1 or L2 is not in 50~. Assume without loss of 
generality that this is L 1 . But L 1 ~ 5°2, since 502 is closed under breaking, i.e., 
L1 a 502-  501 and must be infinite by the above argument. Repeating this 
process a finite number of times, an infinite, coherent L in 502 -- 50a is finally 
obtained). 
There exists a p with L :/: L~ and L~ 6 5°2 • (Otherwise, if each L~ :# L is 
in 502, L is in 501 by condition (iiia) for MSW spaces). ButL~ a 502 sinceL ~ 50~ 
and using condition (ilia) in the other direction. By condition (iiib) for MSW 
spaces there exists an 50~ ~ J/{ with 50~ _C 502 such that £4~ contain L~ but 
does not contain L. 
We are now ready to define the desired 50a by 50a = 502 v 50~. By condition 
(ii) for MSW spaces, ~° a ~ J / .  Since ~cP 3 = 501 v 50~ is closed under breaking 
by condition (i) for MSW spaces, 501 _C 5~ 1 v 50~ = 503, and L~ ~ 502 v 50~ 
for the same reason. But L~ ~ ~1.  Thus &a 1C 50~. Since 501 _C 502,50~ C 502 
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and ~*° 2 is closed under superdisjoint union by condition (i) for NISW spaces, 
~3 = ~1 v ~ C ~.  Since L e ~'~ but L ~ ~q'l and L ~ ogt' and since L is 
coherent, L q} ~c(' 1 v ~qa. Thus £*0 3 = ~1 v ~ C X~2, completing the proof. | 
Since we have discussed a variety of examples of MSW spaces atisfying the 
assumption of Theorem 3.1, the above theorem establishes the existence of a 
variety of collections of language families containing density forcing language 
families. Typically, any language family ~ generated by a grammar form F 
such that ~ contains all finite languages is density forcing, with respect o 
each d4' 1 , ~2 ,  dr3, where 
~ l  = {~(F): F a CF grammar form}, 
d//~ = {~(F): F a synchronized E0L form}, 
~g3 = {~q~(F): F an arbitrary grammar form}. 
Theorem 3.1 is also an extremely useful tool for establishing that certain 
collections of language families are not NfSW spaces: 
EXAMPLE 7. ~fa = {cp: ~ is generated by a grammar form in the sense 
of Cremers and Ginsburg} and 
J~AFL = {~:  ~ is an AFL} 
are not MSW spaces. 
Proof. For the definition of generation of language families by grammar 
forms in the Cremers-Ginsburg sense we refer to the pioneering paper Cremers 
and Ginsburg (1975). It is shown in that paper that ida contains ~Reg and 
~c~Lin, but no language family inbetween. If  #//a were an 1V[SW space, ~'aReg 
would be density forcing by Theorem 3.1, hence d//6 would contain (even 
infinitely many) language families between ~Reg and ~aLi n , a contradiction. 
Similarly, if S//AF L were an MSW space, every AFL ~ would be density forcing 
(since ~ contains all finite languages). But by, e.g., Theorem 6.6.2 of Ginsburg 
(1975) there exist AFLs ~c¢ 1and ~e such that ~1 C ~2,  with no AFL between 
~a 1 and £¢2. | 
The next theorem allows us to show that collections of language families 
derived from forms are by no means the only collections forming MSW spaces. 
Rather, "most" N[SW spaces which we can obtain are obtained quite indepen- 
dently of form theory. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let did be a collection of language families such that each family 
of did is closed under superdisjoint union, intersection with regular sets and 
covering. Let ~ be the clooure of J/[ under uperdisjoint wedge and extraction. 
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Then each ~ ~ Jd  is closed under superdisjoint union, intersection with regular 
sets and covering, and ~// is an MSW space. 
Proof. We first show that each 5¢ ~ ~7 has the specified closure properties. 
It clearly suffices to show that superdisjoint wedge and extraction preserve 
the desired closure properties. 
Suppose 5¢a and ~z  are elements of ~/and  have the desired closure properties. 
We then show that 5¢ = oL#l v ~ also has the described closure properties. 
Recall that 5¢ = 5¢~ v ~o = {L~ ~ Lz : La ~ oZ~°l, Lz e &o} and that L(i) = 
{x eL:  ! x I v a i} for all i ~> 1 and every language L. 
Closure under 
Consider arbitrary Z , ,  Z~ ~ ~q.W. Then G = L~ © Lz, Z~ = L[ © L~ with 
L~, L~ ~ ~a andL~, L'~ e oga~. Consider now Z~ da Z~ = (L~ ~9 L2) (v (L'~ © L'2) = 
(L~ ©L'~) © (Lz : ' ~L2). Note that the four alphabets involved are all disjoint. 
Since LI, L~ e ~,  Y, = L~ ~ L~ is in ~¢i and similarly Y2 = L2 (~ L~ e ~z. 
Thus, Z~©Zz-- Ya~ Y~ with Y~eS~, YzeS~, i.e., Z~Z~e~. 
Closure under Intersection with Regular Sets 
Consider an arbitrary L in 5¢, i.e., L : L  1 ©L 2 with L I~f l ,  L2~AP2, 
and consider an arbitrary regular set R. We want to show that L n R E 5C 
But L (~ R -- (L~ (~ R) ~ (L~ n R). Since &o,  Aqz are closed under intersection 
! t t with regular sets, L n R = L~ ~ L 2 with L a ~ A°I, Lz ~ ~z ,  i.e., L C~ R ~ 5¢, 
as desired. 
Closure under Covering 
Consider an arbitrary L such that L(i) is in ~ for infinitely many i. We have 
to show L e ~.  For each i we have L(i) = L(~ ' © L(2 i) with L~ i) e ~1,  L(2 i) 
~2-  Observe that L is over some fixed finite alphabet X which allows only 
finitely many different partitions 27 = Z 1 Q) Z' 2 . Hence there is one partition, 
say Z = ~71 @ Z2, such that for infinitely many i we have:L(/) = L(1 i) @L(2 i), 
where L~ i) C_ E~ , L~ i) C_ X2* , i.e., where L~ i' : M~l)(i) with M m = L n El* 
• ~( i )  M(2)  and L 2 M(2)(i) with = L ~ 272* • Since for infinitely many i, Mm( i )  e 
S 1 and M(e)(i)~ ~f2 we have M (1) e ~fa and M (2) c ~f2, since ~1 and ~2 
are closed under covering. But L = M m ~) M (2), hence L e ~ as claimed. 
Consider now an ~ e ~//7 with the desired closure properties. We have to 
show that ~(p)= (L(p): L ~ ~} also has the described closure properties. 
Closure under 
Consider two languages L m, L (a) in Cp(p). We have to show L (1) © L (21 is 
again in ~(p).  We have L m = Mm(p)  and L (~) = M(2)(p) for some languages 
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M (1), M ~2) in 5C Since o~q a is closed under intersection with regular languages, 
Mm(p) © M~2)(p) = L m ~ L ~2) is in ~,  and clearly in ~O(p). 
Closure under Intersection with Regular Sets 
Consider a language L in 5¢(p) and a regular set R. We have to show that 
L n R is again in ~(p) .  Now L = M(p) for some M ~ c¢, hence M n R ~ ~o, 
hence (M n R)(p) ~ 5fl, i.e., L n R ~ 5~ and indeed in ~-q~(p). 
Closure under Covering 
Suppose 5¢ is closed under covering. We have to show that d (p)  is also 
closed under covering. Take an arbitrary language L such that L(i) is in ~CF(p) 
for infinitely many i. (Hence L cannot contain words of length p). Since 5~(p) _C 
~,  all these L(i) are in ~W, hence L is in ~o. Hence L(p) = L ~ ~(p), as desired. 
To complete the proof it remains to show that ~7 is an M SW space. We show 
that all conditions of the definition of an MSW space are indeed met. 
(i) That ~ ~ d7 is closed under ~ and breaking is clear, since breaking 
is a special case of intersection with regular sets. 
(ii) J is closed under v by construction. 
(iii) For each infinite language L we define once more L i = L( i )=  
{x~L: Fx] @i}. 
(a) Suppose L(i) 4: L implies L(i) c ~q~. Since ~ is closed under covering, 
L ~ ~q~. Suppose L c 5~, then L(i) ~ ~Lf for all i since 5~ is closed under inter- 
section with regular sets. 
(b) Consider an arbitrary L E ~/g and some L(p) ~ L. The language 
family ~q~(p)= {L'(p): L '  E~ °} is in J7  by construction of JZ, &O(p)_C 5~, 
L(p) c ~(p)  but L 6 f (P ) .  
COROLLARY 3.31 Consider an arbitrary (finite or infinite) collection 5# of 
languages. Close each language L ~ ~ with respect o the operations ©, n with 
regular sets, and covering, yielding a collection ~[ of language families. Close Jff 
under superdisjoint wedge and extraction to obtain ~/~. Then J/7 is an MSW space. 
Proof. Clear. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let ~ be the collection of all language families consisting 
of CF languages such that each ~ ~ d{ is closed under u, intersection with regular 
sets, and covering. Then ~ is an IV[SW space. 
Proof. The closure of ~F under v and extraction is again ~7. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let ~9 ~ be an arbitrary family of languages closed under ~3 
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and ~ with regular sets. Let ~ be the collection of all those subsets ~q~ of 5° which 
are closed under u,  53 with regular sets and covering. Then ~/  is an NISW space. 
Proof. It suffices to show that ~ is closed under v and extraction. First 
consider two families 5~ 1 , ~ in ~.  Since X(' 1 v ~,¢~ = {L 1 © L~ : L~ ~ ~,  
L~ ~ 2~0} and since ~q~° 1 _C 5¢, c~ _C ~ and :9 ° is closed under union ~° 1 v ~z°~ _C 
5 f. Since 5~ ~ £~z is closed under ©, 53 with regular sets and covering (as 
shown in the proof of Theorem 3.2), ~ v ~qo 6 ~7 since ~ contains all such 
sets. Similarly, if ~ ~ ~v then £((p)~ ~d[, since 5('(p) is closed under U, 53 
with regular sets and covering. 
Our next aim is to show that closing a language family under the operations 
intersection with regular sets, covering and superdisjoint union can be carried 
out by using the operations only in that order. Similarly we show that closing 
a collection of language families under the operations of extraction and super- 
disjoint wedge can be carried out by first using only extractions, then only 
wedges. We then combine these facts with Theorem 3.2 into a simple tool 
(Theorem 3.10) for constructing MSW spaces. 
We start by establishing the mentioned auxiliary results. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let 5P be an arbitrary language family and let c2 be its closure 
under ©, i.e., c2 = (L: L = L I @ L 2 tb ''' @ Ln , n >/1 ,L  i~ iC for l ~ i ~ n}. 
I f  ~ is closed under intersection by regular sets and covering, then so is c~. 
Proof. Suppose L E ~P and suppose R is a regular set. Then L = L 1 Q) 
L 2 t~ --- t) L~ for some n ~ 1 and L i ~ ~.  We have 
L n R = (L~ 53 R) ~ (L2 53 R) G ... 6 ( r .  53 R). 
Since L i t~ R -- L$ is in £¢ by the assumption for i = 1, 2,..., n L 53 R ~ ~,  
as required. 
Suppose for some L, L C_ Z*, L(i) is in 5P for infinitely many i. Since Z has 
only a finite number of partitions Z 1 ~ Z 2 Q~ ... ~ Zk with k ~> 1 and Z i =/= 
for i = 1, 2 ..... k there exists one partition, say Z 1 t~ 2:2 © "'" t9 Z~ such that 
L(i) = ~xr(i) © L~) © ... ~ L(e~) with L~ ° C X~* (1 ~ t ~ k) holds for infinitely 
many i, where L~ i, = MJt)(i), L~i)~ ~q~ for each t = 1, 2,..., h and where 
M") = L 53 Zt*. Since ~o is closed under covering, M (t) in ~ for t = 1, 2 ..... k. 
Since L = 3/I (1) ~ M (2) Q) "'" "~ M (k), L ~ ~9~, as required. | 
LEMMA 3.7. Let ~ be a language family and co~ its closure under covering. 
I f  ~ is closed under intersection with regular sets then so is c2. 
Proof. Suppose an L in 2 and a regular set R are chosen arbitrarily. We 
have to show that L 53 R is in ~P. 
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We distinguish two cases: 
(a) L is in ~q~. Then L n R is in ~q and hence L n R is in ~.  
(b) Suppose L is not in ~o. Since L is in .,@, L(i) is in ~ for infinitely 
many i. Hence L( i )  n R( i )  e ~ ho lds  for all those i. But L(i) n R(i) = (L n R) 
(i), i.e., (L n R) (i) ~ ~ for infinitely many i. This implies L c5 R e ~,  as 
required. I 
COROLLARY 3.8. To close a language family under intersection by regular sets, 
covering and superdisjoint union it suffices to first close it under intersection by 
regular sets, then close it under covering and then close it under superdisjoint union. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let J{  be a language family and let ~gt be its closure under 
superdisjoint wedge. I f  ~ is closed under extraction, then so is ~ .  
Proof. Let ~ be an arbitrary language family of ~7, i.e., 
£P = {Li ~L  2 © "'" ©L k : Lt c ~°t, ~ e~//f, t >~ 1}. 
We have to show that 5~(i) = {L(i) : L E ~P} is also in ~7. Since ~////is closed 
under extraction, 
2 ( i )  = {LI( i )~ L2(i ) ~3 ... ~3 L(k° : L, ~ c~, ~ ~ Jd; t >~ 1} 
implies 
~( i ) :{L16L~. . .  : ' ' " W L~ : L, ~ 5¢t(,), ~cf,(i) e ~ ' ,  t >/1} 
= ~1(i) v 5¢~(i) v ..- v ~°,(i), 
i.e., 5P(i)E ~7, as desired. I 
Corollary 3.8, Lemma 3.9 and Theorem 3.2 are now combined into Theorem 
3.10. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let all~ be an arbitrary collection of families of languages. 
Close each family ~q~ of J / f i rs t  under intersection by regular sets, then under 
covering, then under superdisjoint union. Close the resulting collection J£ of language 
families under extraction and then under superdisjoint wedge. The resulting col- 
lection ~ of language families is an MSW space. 
Proof. Clear. 
EXAMPLE 8. Let ~/d = {~}, ~ = {L}, L = N* for some alphabet Z. 
We obtain ~/~ = {~b}, where £¢ contains all languages of the form R i QJ Rz "~ 
• " ~ R k , where R, (t = 1, 2,..., k) are regular sets over an alphabet of size ] ~ [. 
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Closing J / '  under extraction yields a collection of language families Jd", 
where 
J{ '  = {£*ail&,...~ m: 1 ~ i 1 < i  n < "'" < im,m ~> 0}, 
where 
~Lfiq , ~2 .... , ~ = {(....(L(ix))(i2)) .-.))(i,,0 : L ~ ~b}. 
Closing ~7 under superdisjoint wedge gives an MSW space by Theorem 3.10. 
Observe that many regular languages do not occur in any language family of 
J{:  if L is coherent and over an alphabet of more than k symbols, then L is in 
no ~ of ,.~7. 
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